Smart resolution replica exchange: an efficient algorithm for exploring complex energy landscapes.
A coarse-grained representation of a condensed phase system can significantly reduce the number of system degrees of freedom, making coarse-grained simulations very computationally efficient. Moreover, coarse graining can smoothen the free energy landscape of the system. Thus coarse-grained dynamics is usually faster than its fully atomistic counterpart. In this work, the smart resolution replica exchange method is introduced that incorporates the information from coarse-grained simulations into atomistic simulations in order to accelerate the sampling of rough, complex atomistic energy landscapes. Within this methodology, interactions between particles are defined by a potential energy that interpolates between a fully atomistic potential and a fully coarse-grained effective potential according to a parameter lambda. Instead of exchanging the configurations from neighboring resolutions directly, as has been done in the resolution replica exchange methods [E. Lyman et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 028105 (2006); M. Christen and W. F. v. Gunsteren, J. Chem. Phys. 124, 154106 (2006)], the configuration described at the coarser resolution is first relaxed before an exchange is attempted, similar to the smart walking method [R. Zhou and B. J. Berne, J. Chem. Phys. 107, 9185 (1997)]. This approach greatly increases the acceptance ratio of exchange and only two replicas, one at the atomistic level and one at the coarse-grained level, are usually required (although more can be implemented if desired). This new method can approximately obtain the correct canonical sampling if the exchange interval is sufficiently large to allow the system to explore the local energy landscape. The method is demonstrated for a two-dimensional model system, where the ideal population distribution can be recovered, and also for an alanine polypeptide (Ala(15)) model with explicit water, where its native structure, an alpha helix, is obtained from the extended structure within 1 ns.